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Front Cover: Stonehenge © English Heritage

Elizabeth Eastwood, Chair to the  
British Guild of Tourist Guides

A WARM WELCOME  
TO ‘THE GUIDE’... 

As the temperatures fall, it’s tempting to  
stay indoors. Time perhaps to settle down 
with a hot drink and a copy of The Guide  
for company.  

Featured articles in this edition tell the 
stories of our museums and stone circles.  
We have a fantastic variety of museums in 
this country, from the small and sometimes 
quirky to the world class and internationally 
renowned. Each is special in its own 
way, offering something unique and quite 
unexpected. Regional museums often reflect 
not just the local history and culture, but also 
the interests and personal collections of those 
who helped to found them. 

Marc Zakian brings us an article on henges 
and stone circles. Mention these ancient 
structures, and for many of us Stonehenge is 
the first to spring to mind. Its function is still 
debated, but for many it is associated with 
the summer solstice. There is, however, a 
strong argument that it is more important for 
its alignment with the sunrise at the winter 
solstice. So it is appropriate to be reading 
about these enigmatic features as the nights 
draw in and we head towards the shortest 
day of the year. 

Our guides have a wide range of interests 
and passions as demonstrated in our Tour de 
Force features. In this issue we look at the 
great houses of  Yorkshire, a county blessed 
with many wonderful stately homes, as Blue 
Badge Guide Kirsty Wardle explains. And for 
something a little more urban, how about the 
history of rock music in London? And who 
better than Blue Badge Guide Glen Portch to 
guide us. 

Have we tempted you? Whatever your 
interest or destination, there is a guide  
for you. 
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BRITAIN’S BEST GUIDES

To find out more or to book:  
+44 20 7403 1115 
www.britainsbestguides.org

Blue Badge Tourist Guides are the 
official, professional tourist guides 
of the United Kingdom – recognised 
by the local tourist bodies and 

VisitBritain. There are over 1,000 Blue Badge 
Guides in England, Scotland, Wales and 
Northern Ireland – each region and nation 
has its own badge. They guide in all the UK’s 
major tourist attractions, as well as its cities  
and countryside. 

 

Green Badge Guides have expert  
local knowledge of particular towns 
and cities. White Badge Guides  

have detailed knowledge of their specific site.

British Guild of Tourist Guides  
is the national association of Britain’s 
guides. Since its foundation in 1950, the 
Guild has dedicated itself to raising and 
maintaining the highest professional 
standards and meeting our visitors’ needs. 
Our guides work in the UK’s museums, 
galleries, churches and lead walking, 
cycling, coach, car and driver-guided tours 
throughout the country. Our members 
work in over 30 different languages. 

In 2018 Guild guides 
ran over 100,000 tours, 
taking 1.8 million 
visitors to hundreds of 
places across Britain

Gina Mullett, London Blue Badge Guide A BOAT TIME
Christopher Jones House, Essex

The Box, Plymouth – 
opening in Spring 2020

Mayflower Steps

Four hundred years ago in August 1620, an 
English merchant ship with 102 settlers on 
board set off for the New World. After 65 
days battling storms, scurvy, pneumonia 
and TB, 53 surviving passengers – the 
United States founding fathers – 
disembarked the Mayflower. 

2020 marks the anniversary of the 
Mayflower transport. There will be 
celebrations across the UK marking the 
lives of the Pilgrims and the Native 
American people they encountered. 

Plymouth is staging a week-long festival 
in September that will include daily 
aircraft fly-bys and a cast of 200 in a show 
at the Theatre Royal to be performed on 
both sides of the Atlantic. Opening in 
spring 2020, The Box is a new museum for 
the city, housing maritime collections, 

including Drake’s Drum – according to 
legend, Sir Francis Drake’s drum beats 
whenever England is in danger. 

There will be new public artworks at the 
Mayflower Steps in Plymouth and in 
Dartmouth. A sculpture of the ship will be 
revealed in Harwich, Essex, birthplace of 
the boat’s captain Christopher Jones. 

From May to September 2020, the 
PilgrimAGE festival will connect 
communities across Nottinghamshire, 
Lincolnshire and South Yorkshire through 
a range of heritage activity, including 
exhibitions, talks, education activity  
and workshops. 

Guild guides offer Mayflower tours 
throughout the UK.  
For more information, visit 
britainsbestguides.org
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From Baroness Thatcher to Birkin, the Victoria and 
Albert Museum spring exhibition explores the history 
of the bag. Bags: Inside Out will feature 300 bags, 
varying in size from tiny purses designed to be carried 
on one finger to sizeable trunks made to accompany 
an English gentleman on his Grand Tour. 

The exhibition will include designs from luxury 
brands such as Hermes and Louis Vuitton, alongside 
one of Margaret Thatcher’s handbags: ‘handbaggings’ 
were a regular political strategy during the former 
prime minister’s time in office. 

Bags: Inside Out reveals how bags have been used 
throughout history, inhabiting ‘a very special space 
both private and public’. 

The exhibition opens in April 2020. Why not 
discover the rest of the museum with one of our  
Blue Badge Guides.

TOTES
 Fascinating 

 TVTartan

Doune Castle

Grace Kelly’s departure from Hollywood
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The Scottish time travelling series 
Outlander returns to the screen in 
February 2020. The fifth season of 
Amazon TV’s epic tells the story of a 
married World War II nurse transported 
back to Scotland in 1743, where she 
falls in love with a Highland warrior. 

Set against the backdrop of the 
Jacobite rising, Outlander is based on a 
series of novels by Diana Gabaldon. The 
new series sees the central couple 

attempting to build a new life together 
in pre-revolutionary America. 

Filmed entirely in Scotland – 
including scenes set in North Carolina 
– Outlander has boosted Scottish 
tourism, driving visitor numbers up by 
67% over the last six years. Doune 
Castle near Dunblane – which features 
as the clan powerbase Castle Leoch – 
has seen visitor numbers double, with 
similar increases at Blackness Castle, 

where ‘Black Jack’ Randall’s 
headquarters is filmed, and Glasgow 
Cathedral, which stood in for a  
French hospital. 

The new season will see the addition 
of a cat named Adso. The Outlander 
team revealed: “We have a very im-
purr-tent casting announcement... who 
could it be?!” 

For an Outlander tour in Scotland 
go to britainsbestguides.org



…is the Serpentine in Hyde Park. The 40-acre artificial 
waterway, created in 1730 by damming the River 
Westbourne, is home to Britain’s oldest swimming club. 
Every Christmas Day the club stages the Peter Pan Cup race 
– a trophy donated by writer JM Barrie, who lived next to the 
park. I took part in the event in 2009. Training took place 
early every Saturday morning from September to December 
– no wetsuit allowed – in preparation for the yuletide swim. 
At 9.00am on Christmas Day, I joined 64 other swimmers as 
bagpipes played us down to the pontoon. The water was 
freezing – its coldness took my breath away – but I finished 
the race, hauling my tingling body out of the water up the 
ramp to be greeted by my amazed family.  

Mary T Taylor, London Blue Badge Guide 
marytourguide@yahoo.com 

66

MY FAVOURITE
Blue Badge Guides show you their 
favourite places around the UK

...MUSEUM
…is Reading Museum. It has a bit of everything, fascinating 
galleries on Reading’s three Bs – beer, bulbs and biscuits – 
and the story of Reading Abbey, as well as artefacts from 
Silchester Roman remains. But the highlight for me is 
Britain’s Bayeux Tapestry. This near exact copy of the 
original in Bayeux was stitched by a group of needlewomen 
in the 1880s. It is so much better displayed and interpreted 
than the original, and there are usually no crowds. So I can 
pop in for 15 minutes and study the details of the next few 
panels in bite-sized chunks. Now, what is Edward the 
Confessor saying to William? 

Graham Horn, South East Blue Badge Guide  
graham@tours2order.com

...BUILDING
…is Strawberry Hill House in Twickenham, a fantasy Gothic 
castle built near the Thames by Horace Walpole, the youngest 
son of Robert, our first prime minister. Horace bucked the 18th 
century trend for all things classical by creating his ‘little play-
thing-house’ in the Gothic style. The ‘antiquarian interiors’, 
illuminated by old stained glass, featured designs copied from 
various medieval churches – amongst them Westminster 
Abbey, Old St Paul’s, Canterbury Cathedral and York Minster. 
Walpole invented the words serendipity and gloomth – gloom 
and warmth – which can both be found here. A suitably 
atmospheric setting for his unique collections – sadly all sold 
in the ‘Great Sale’ in 1842 – the house quickly became a 
famous tourist attraction, which it is again today. 

Joanne Bramley, London & Cumbria Blue Badge Guide  
jo@joannebramley.plus.com 

...LAKE 
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The ‘Wonder House’, they called it – the great museum 
that opened the story in Rudyard Kipling’s novel Kim. 
‘Anybody who sought wisdom could ask the curator  
to explain’, wrote Kipling, describing the people  
hurrying there ‘to see things made in their own  
province and elsewhere’. 

Kipling’s idea is still relevant today. What better 
description than ‘Wonder House’ as you enter the mighty 
portals of the British Museum to see its displays, or gaze 
at ‘living fossils’ swimming around on the ceiling of the 

Etches Collection in Dorset, or catch giggling 
schoolchildren with clipboards in their local museums? 

The British Museum is where it all starts, with the 
government’s purchase of Sir Hans Sloane’s generous 
bequest of manuscripts, coins, bibelots, books and natural 
specimens – the fruits of a lifetime’s collecting – for 
around a quarter of their value. An Act of Parliament in 
1753 established it as the world’s first national public 
museum, open to all ‘studious and curious persons’. 
(Oxford’s Ashmolean Museum, opened in 1683, is w
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Sophie Campbell takes us on a 
tour around Britain’s museums OB
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technically the world’s first modern museum, but is a 
university collection). 

The Empire, with its wealth and geographical reach, 
sucked in so many treasures that a vast new Wonder 
House – the current British Museum building – was 
completed in the 1830s. Today the UK has more than 
30 national museums established by Acts of 
Parliament, either individually or in groups. 

As for the provenance of objects, how freighted that 
has become, quite rightly. It’s a hugely complex 

subject, so for the moment let’s just enjoy the crazy 
breadth and depth of our museums in England and 
Wales; not only the giants with collections of 
international quality but displays born of private 
obsessions, local passions, the desire to remember. 
Anyone else mourning the loss of the Bakelite 
Museum in Somerset? Or delighted by the 
Northumberland telephone box that tells the story of 
Flodden – just one in a constellation of sites known as 
an Eco Museum? 

JECT LESSON
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There are several clusters of 
museums, brilliant if you’re really 
interested in something and can 
spend a while exploring. Hadrian’s 
Wall Country stretches from 
Tyneside’s Segudunum to Senhouse 
Roman Fort on the Solway Firth; 
Ironbridge Gorge comprises seven 
sites running along the River Severn, 
crossed by the Iron Bridge itself; and 
The Potteries in Stoke have a dozen 
or so ceramics-related sites, from the 
Wedgwood Museum to Emma 

Bridgewater’s factory, linked by a 
specially-designed Ceramics Trail. 

I love social museums such as the 
Weald & Downland Living Museum in 
East Sussex, or the earliest industrial 
museum in the country, Beamish, in 
County Durham, with its living pit 
village and Edwardian railway station; 
or the brilliant Black Country Living 
Museum in Dudley, which offers silent 
film showings, traditional street games 
and, yup, fish and chips. 

Everybody’s got their favourite 

object. The eight-metre long crayon at 
the Derwent Pencil Museum, Cumbria, 
say; the over-stuffed walrus at the 
Horniman Museum in south-east 
London; life-size Cybermen and 
Daleks at the Montacute TV Radio Toy 
Museum; Guy Fawkes’ lantern 
(allegedly) in Oxford’s Ashmolean; the 
rocker’s leather jacket at the Brighton 
& Hove Museums’ Fashion & Style 
Gallery. And the Dog Collar Museum 
at Leeds Castle. 

Then there’s the Whitby Museum, 

I love social museums such as the Weald & Downland 
Living Museum in East Sussex

Black Country Living Museum

The restored Iron Bridge Hadrian’s Wall Gladstone Pottery Museum, Stoke-on-Trent
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which moved to a new building 
in 1931 designed around its prize 

example of an ichthyosaurus crassimanus 
found in the local jet beds. They got the 

measurements wrong and had to arrange it diagonally on the 
wall, where it still hangs. 

The Lyme Regis Museum charms with its eccentric building 
as much as its Mary Anning fossils. You can watch rope being 
twisted at Chatham Dockyard and Welsh blankets being 
woven for real at the National Wool Museum of Wales. And 
I’m dying to do a Telescope Walk at the Jodrell Bank Discovery 
Centre near Manchester, which surely counts as a museum 
and got UNESCO World Heritage status in July. 

Even if the museum in question is not really your thing, 
there’s something incredible about peering into precious 
collections. What else could they be but Wonder Houses? 

 

SUPERMUSEUMS 
 
SLOANE RANGERS 
British Museum, London 
The 71,000 objects in Sloane’s collection have long since 
ballooned to around six million, thousands of them 
displayed in the huge wings surrounding the Great Court. 

 
QUEEN OF COLLECTIONS 
Victoria & Albert, London 
The visual splendour of this collection is breathtaking, from 
the charming Japanese netsuke figures (my favourite: the 
curled-up rat with its tiny paws and tail) to the fashion 
blockbusters including Mary Quant, running until late 
February 2020. 

COTTAGE IN WALES 
St Fagans National Museum of History, Wales 
The Art Fund Museum of the Year 2019 has history galleries,  
a collection of over 40 history buildings, 
reassembled here since 1948, as well as a 
busy schedule of traditional crafts, music 
and dance, all wrapped around a castle 
and gardens. 

Nantwallter Cottage is a tiny estate 
cottage, built around 1770 of clom  
(dried mud) and cruck beams, moving  
for its practical simplicity of the 
layout and furniture. 

Whitby Museum has everything 
from dinosaur footprints to 
Victorian samplers

Boys with ichthyosaur, Whitby Museum

Victoria & Albert Museum

In the British Museum look 
for the tiny gold coin of 

Croesus from Lydia, c. 550 
BCE, that has given us the 

phrase ‘rich as Croesus’ (er, 
it’s actually electrum and 

comes from the river in which 
King Midas supposedly 

washed away his ability to 
turn all he touched into gold).

The V&A’s Paul 
Pindar’s House, a 1599 

jettied timber façade 
that once graced 

Bishopsgate is notable, 
partly as a rare remnant 

of pre-Fire City of 
London and partly for 

its vigorous decorations.
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TELL IT LIKE IT WAS 
People’s History Museum, Manchester 
The ‘National Museum of Democracy’ is one of a new 
generation of museums turning history on its head, telling it 
from the point of view of the people who lived it but often 
had no voice – from slum clearance to the story of the 
Peterloo Massacre. 

 

SURPRISING MUSEUMS 
 

OUTSIDER ART 
Museum of the Mind, Beckenham 
The Bedlam lunatic asylum, founded in London in 1247, is 
now part of the South London and Maudsley NHS 
Foundation Trust, in Beckenham since 1930. It’s one of the 
best small museums you’ll see, with a padded  

cell opened up to reveal stunning garden views and a 
magnificent collection of what we now call ‘outsider art’. 

The chilling figures ‘Melancholy Madness’ and ‘Raving 
Madness’, sculpted by Caius Gabriel Cibber were outside 
Bedlam when it was based at Moorfields for 150 years. 
 
TWIST AND SHOUT 
Kircaldy Testing Museum 
In a stunning Victorian warehouse on Southwark Street, 
London, a Victorian monster sleeps. David Kircaldy built his 
Universal Testing Machine in the 1870s and brought it to 
London. Not only is the machine amazing but the 
volunteers are genuine buffs.  

Every second Saturday the Universal Testing Machine at 
the museum, one of only two remaining in the world, 
actually runs, showing its prowess with torsion, tension and 
weight testing. 

The Etches Collection

Kircaldy Testing Museum – testing machineMuseum of the Mind

The CGI ‘live fossils’ at the Etches 
Collection swimming across the 
pitched ceiling with their 
fossilised remains on display 



THE JET AGE 
Whitby Museum 
This was originally run by the Whitby 
Literary and Philosophical Society, set 
up in 1823, and moved to Pannett Park 
in 1931. It has everything from dinosaur 
footprints to Victorian samplers and the 
famous mummified human hand 
known as the ‘Hand of Glory’. 
 
RUNNERS AND RIDERS 
National Heritage Centre for 
Horseracing & Sporting Art, Palace 
House, Newmarket 
The Queen is patron of these three 
museums, including Charles II’s racing 
pavilion. It’s stuffed with art, racing 
records (the Newmarket Match Book is 
the oldest) and real horses – plus racing 
strings clattering through the town en 
route to the Gallops. 

Call me superficial, but the best 
exhibit at the National Heritage Centre 
for Horseracing has got to be the 
racehorse simulator in the King’s Yard 
Galleries: dress up as a jockey and climb 
aboard (it’s truly exhausting – respect!) 

 
FOSSILISED, US? 
Etches Collection, Kimmeridge, 
Dorset 

Unusually, the collector, Dr Steve 
Etches MBE, is alive, kicking and has a 
glass-walled workshop on site for his 
legendary collection of Jurassic marine 
fossils.  

The CGI ‘live fossils’ at the Etches 
Collection swimming across the 

pitched ceiling with their fossilised 
remains on display below are the one 
time that the fossil world has made 
any sense to me. 

Also see the traditional Lyme Regis 
Museum for its displays on Regency 
fossil hunter Mary Anning. 

Whitby had a virtual 
monopoly of the black, 

fossilised monkey-
puzzle wood known as 

jet, and the Whitby 
Museum has one of the 

best collections of jet 
artefacts in the world.

We have Blue Badge Guides throughout the UK. For a museum tour 
visit britainsbestguides.org

13

Simulator, National Heritage Centre for Horseracing



Mr Gyldenbollockes 

LIE
LO

LEGEN

FACTS AND 
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what?! 

Before David Beckham ever kicked a 

football, Gyldenbollockes was a real 

surname in medieval England.

Spot the Balls

Parrot Fashion 

According to legend, when King Charles had his head 
chopped off in 1649, it was sewn back on the following 
day in readiness for the royal funeral. The Duke of 
Monmouth was beheaded for treason in 1685, only to 
have his pate reattached so he could ‘sit’ for an official 
portrait. In 1312 King Edward II’s favourite Piers Gaveston 
was decapitated and left to rot, until friars recovered his 
body and carefully stitched the head back on. 

During the 19th century, nearly every home kept a copy 
of Mrs Beeton's Book of Household Management. Some of 
her cookery ideas were truly bizarre: she denounced 
garlic as offensive, thought potatoes were a narcotic, and 
promoted a recipe involving a dozen parrots covered in 
puff pastry and baked in a pie. 
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Where’ve 
you bin

What a card

In 2006, volunteers removing 
litter from Ben Nevis found  
a piano near the summit. 

FICTION FROM BRITISH HISTORY 

Victorians sent Christmas cards depicting 
frogs murdering each other. Other disturbing 
festive cards featured children boiled in 
teapots, dead robins, man-eating snowmen, 
and a group of smartly dressed rats 
sharpening knives and settling down to a 
meal of roast cat. Happy Christmas!

JOYFUL CHRISTMAS

The Scottish town of Badbea was 
so windy that children and animals 
had to be tied to rocks to stop them 
from being blown away. 

Breezy  
DOES IT 
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From Stonehenge to 
Stenness, Britain’s stone 
circles are veiled in 
mystery and magic.  
Marc Zakian investigates
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Stone Age people  
would kill a bear and 

then rip open its stomach 
to eat the meal the 

animal had consumed 
before it was killed. 

They are the symbols of the Stone Age: 4,000 giant 
standing-stone monuments rising up from the British 
landscape. Built as places to feast, to honour the sun, moon 
and stars, to summon up the dead and to reach for the 
gods, they stood proud for over a millennium. 

Then, around 4,000 years ago, their glory ended. Lost to 
time and new beliefs, the megaliths faded into the 
landscape. History turned into mystery. Who built them: 
god-like aliens? Flying wizards? A race of giants killed  
in Noah’s flood? Nobody knew, but everybody had  
an explanation. 

Ancient Greek historian Diodorus Siculus – who never 
visited Britain – claimed that Stonehenge was a magnificent 
circular temple dedicated to Apollo. Medieval author 
Geoffrey of Monmouth declared that the wizard, Merlin, 
flew the stones from Ireland and that King Arthur’s father, 
Uther Pendragon, was buried there. 

Stories of healing powers abounded. It was said that 
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children who passed through the hole at the centre of Men-
an-Tol were cured of chronic illnesses, while women who 
visited the Cornish megalith under the light of the full 
moon would become pregnant. 

The stones were also fortune tellers. If a women cups her 
ear to the Rollright Stones they will speak the name of her 
future husband. If she sits on the Devil’s Chair stone at 
Avebury on May Day eve all her wishes will be granted. 
Place two brass pins on top of the rock at Men-an-Tol and 
they will rearrange themselves to answer your questions. 

Against this mystical background the first ‘scientific’ 
investigations began. In the 1620s, King James I – a fierce 
believer in witches and wizards – visited Stonehenge and 
commissioned Inigo Jones to study the monument. The 
architect concluded that it was built by the Romans. He was 
wrong by over 2,000 years. 

Forty years later, the antiquary, John Aubrey, surveyed 
Stonehenge. He correctly stated that it was built by Britons 

but attributed it to the Celtic druids. Wrong. But only by 
1,300 years. 

A century on, the antiquary William Stukeley – regarded 
by many as the father of archaeology – surveyed 
Stonehenge, accurately documenting its processional 
avenue. But he too thought it was a druid monument. 

The truth about Stonehenge’s ancient origins was finally 
revealed in 1901, when Professor William Garland 
excavated the henge and dated it back to the late Stone Age, 
some 5,000 years ago. 

The following century has given us carbon dating, 
geophysics and aerial photography. We understand  
more and more about stone circles, yet the mysteries of the 
megaliths remain. 

With the hippy movement paving the way for New Age 
travellers, techno pagans and 21st century wizarding and 
witchery, henges have become literal and symbolic 
touchstones for the spiritual beliefs of our time. 

A BOULDER TIME
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Oyster shells were  
the Stone Age burglar 
alarm. Spread on the 

ground outside houses, 
the noise of them being 
walked on would alert 

inhabitants to any 
intruder.

Stonehenge Neolithic huts
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If ancient Britain were a brand, Stonehenge would 
be its logo. This half-collapsed circle crouched on 
the side of chalky Salisbury Plain is world famous



STONEHENGE –  
THE ORIGINAL  
ROLLING STONES 

 
If ancient Britain were a brand, 
Stonehenge would be its logo. This 
half-collapsed circle crouched on  
the side of chalky Salisbury Plain is 
world famous. 

Begun around 3,000BC as a circular 
banked ditch, its first incarnation was 
probably as a wood henge. With 56 
giant poles guarding hundreds of 
cremated bodies buried below in the 
ditch, it was the largest Neolithic 
cemetery in Britain. 

Around 2,500BC the first stones 
arrived. Known as the bluestones, 
these five-tonne megaliths were 
dragged 150 miles from the Preseli 
Hills in Wales. It would have taken 20 
people half a year to move each stone 
from south-west Wales to Wiltshire. 

During the next two centuries 30 

enormous sarsen stones were 
transported to the site and arranged in 
a circle. They were heaved into place, 
slotting into holes in the ground dug 
out with animal bones. 

Weighing twice as much as a 
London double-decker bus, the 
megaliths were shaped and fitted with 
mortise and tenon joints to secure 
lintel stones around the top. At the 
heart of the circle stood five 40-tonne 
stones arranged in a horseshoe. 

After 1,500 years of additions and 
changes, ancient Britain’s biggest 
building project was complete. 

 
THE CIRCLE OF LIFE 
We understand how Stonehenge was 
made but not why. What compelled 
the ancients to dedicate over 10 
million man hours to the building? 
With no written records, this is where 
science slides into mystery. 

The circle is a giant astronomical 
clock, marking the summer and winter 
solstice. Stone Age astronomers placed 
a megalith known as the heel stone to 

the east of the henge, indicating the 
direction of a tunnel of light that 
beams into the building when the sun 
rises on the longest day of the year. 

For Britain’s first farmers the 
darkening winter was full of 
foreboding. Would the light return in 
the new year? A temple to honour the 
seasons might encourage the sun into 
the sky, in readiness for the planting of 
new crops. It’s likely that the most 
important festival at Stonehenge was 
the winter solstice. 

Burials around Stonehenge indicate 
a sacred site. It may have been where 
the ancients came to worship their 
ancestors. The dozens of round-barrow 
tombs that surround Stonehenge 
suggest that it was once a temple 
dedicated to the spirit world. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

WOOD YOU BELIEVE IT  
A couple of miles from its more famous stone sibling is Woodhenge. Rather eerily, 
the body of a child was found buried here, its skull split in two. Was Woodhenge 
the site of infant sacrifice?

19

A-STONE-ASHING 
Stonehenge has its own song: 
Before the dawn of history, 
Lived an ancient race of people.  
The druids. 
No one knows who they were or 
what they were doing. 
But their legacy remains. 
Hewn into the living rock of 
Stonehenge. 

In the 1984 comedy film Spinal 
Tap, a life-size model of 
Stonehenge is lowered down on 
to the stage as the band, Spinal 
Tap, perform the song. Due to  
a mix-up, the replica turns out  
to be 18 inches tall rather than  
18 feet.

Ancient monument Woodhenge, near Stonehenge
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The fun way to

To find your personal guide to the very best of London,
Liverpool and Edinburgh visit www.britainsbestguides.org
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WHEN IS A HENGE NOT A HENGE? 
Technically a henge is a circular raised bank with an internal ditch 
surrounding a central area. Stonehenge is not a true henge, as its  
ditch runs outside its bank. But the archaeological term henge was 
coined in 1932 with reference to Stonehenge. So Stonehenge is the 
original henge. 

 
WRITTEN IN STONE  
Ancient images of daggers and axeheads are carved into the sarsen 
stones. More recent graffiti includes the name ‘Tom Senior, 1817’, 
etched into stone 23. Stone 52 features the words ‘I Wren’. Was this 
architect Sir Christopher Wren? He was born 15 miles from 
Stonehenge, and the diameter of the inner dome of St Paul’s 
Cathedral is the same as the sarsen circle – 102 feet from edge to 
edge. Coincidence? 

 
HENGE FUNDS  
In 1915, a barrister was sent to an auction by his wife to buy  
some chairs. Cecil Chubb’s eye was caught by lot No 15: a  
few acres of Wiltshire downland, plus one ancient, crumbling, 
monument. Stonehenge was sold to Chubb for £6,600.  
Three years later he gave it to the nation. 

Modern day druids at Stonehenge

Henges may  
have been used for music. 

Archaeologists have 
discovered that when you 
strike the stones they ring 
like wooden bells. Were 
they played during the 

world’s first  
rock concerts?

Technically a henge is a circular raised 
bank with an internal ditch surrounding a 

central area. Stonehenge is not a true 
henge, as its ditch runs outside its bank
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Arial view of Avebury henge and stone circles

Silbury Hill, Avebury
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Silbury Hill, near Avebury, took 
500 people 10 years to build

Silbury Hill is near Avebury. The largest artificial 
prehistoric mound in Europe stands 30 metres high and 
160 metres wide. It took 500 people 10 years to build. We 
still do not know its purpose.

There are so many pagan and  
druid groups performing 

ceremonies at Avebury they need a 
rota. The Loyal Arthurian Warband 
(LAW), the Secular Order of Druids 
(SOD) and the Glastonbury Order of 
Druids (GOD) use it on Saturdays, 
while the Druid Network and the 

British Druid Order (BDO)  
visit on Sundays.



AVEBURY – STONEHENGE’S BIG BROTHER 
 
Avebury is 20 miles north of Stonehenge. Originally 
consisting of over 100 stones, this mega henge is the largest 
in Europe, with an outer circle circumference of over a mile. 

Each stone has its own name, and some feature unusual 
holes that disappear deep into the rocks. 

Avebury’s origins have been attributed to ancient 
seafaring Phoenicians, to native Americans who crossed the 
Atlantic Ocean and, inevitably, to aliens – apparently the 
stones are identical to ones on Mars. 

Visit the local Red Lion pub in the centre of the circle – 
the village surrounds the henge – to hear more mysterious 
theories. 

For a more earthly explanation, Avebury hosts a first class 
museum that houses the remains of a prehistoric child 
called ‘Charlie’ who lived at the stones. 

 

STANTON DREW – THE DEVIL’S HENGE 
 
The three stone circles at Stanton Drew in Somerset make 
up the third largest collection of prehistoric megaliths in 
England. Completed over 4,000 years ago, investigations 
have uncovered human bones buried under the stones, as 
well as a mysterious ‘round bell’. 

Legend has it that a wedding party was held here one 
Sunday, but the only musician who would play was a 
mysterious man dressed in black. The partygoers were 
turned to stone for their wickedness, and the stones are said 
to represent the dancers awaiting the devil who promised to 
return someday and play for them again. 

Many people bring small offerings to Stanton Drew, 
hiding them in the holes of the stones. It’s very unlucky to 
remove them. The henge is a popular site for pagan 
weddings, which often end in the garden of the Druids 
Arms pub – built around three stones from the henge. 

 

THE KNOWLTON CIRCLES  
 
The Knowlton Circles in Dorset feature more than one henge. 
The best preserved has a 12th century church at its centre, 
giving it a fairy-tale appearance. Church Henge symbolises 
Britain’s evolution from pagan culture to Christian worship. 
The chapel remained in use until the roof fell in. It is reputed 
to be one of the most haunted sites in Britain. 

Avebury stone circle

Stanton Drew Circles and Cove

Knowlton Church and Earthworks
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This mega henge is the largest 
in Europe, with an outer circle 
circumference of over a mile

Stone Age  
dentists drilled out 

cavities with flint tools 
and packed them with 
ancient fillings made  

of tar and hair. 
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THE ROLLRIGHT STONES – KING OF  
THE MEGALITHS 
 
The Rollright Stones in Oxfordshire are 77 standing stones. 
Known as the Whispering Knights and the King’s Men, they 
are commanded by a solitary eight feet-high megalith called 
the King Stone – shaped more like a circus seal than a 
monarch. According to legend they represent a leader  
and his soldiers who were turned to stone by the witch 
Mother Shipton. 

In the 1990s, a group of pagans grouped together to buy the 
stones and formed a trust that looks after the site. 

 

CIRCLING AROUND CUMBRIA  
 
There are over 50 stone circles in the Lake District and 
Cumbria. Castlerigg is the most atmospheric, with 
panoramic views of the mountains of Helvellyn and 

Skiddaw. Swinside originally consisted of 60 stones and is 
remarkably intact with 55 remaining. Legend says it is 
impossible to count the stones – a few minutes on Google 
Earth quickly busts that myth. 

 

THE RING OF BRODGAR – THE LORD  
OF THE STONE RINGS 
 
With its Tolkeinish name, this icon of the Orkneys features 
narrow, jagged stones that lord it over a marine landscape. 
Invading Scandinavians worshipped at the Ring of Brodgar  
as a temple to the sun where young people made vows and 
prayed to Woden. Several of the stones display runic Nordic 
carvings – including one featuring the name ‘Bjorn’. 

 
 There are over 50 stone circles in 
the Lake District and Cumbria
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The Ring of Brodgar 

Castlerigg Stone Circle
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ROCKY ALL OVER THE 
WORLD 
● Esperance, in Western Australia, 

has an astronomically aligned, 
full-scale, exact replica of 
Stonehenge. 

● Missouri University boasts a half-
scale replica built from solid 
granite, as does the University  
of Texas. 

● Nebraska is home to Carhenge, 
constructed from vintage 
American cars.  

● Phonehenge – made of old-
fashioned British telephone 
booths – lives at Myrtle Beach, 
South Carolina. 

● Fridgehenge was built outside 
Santa Fe, New Mexico, from 
junked refrigerators. 

● Mudhenge was erected for the 
1996 Burning Man Festival in 
Nevada, followed in 2001 by 
Twinkiehenge. 

● At the 2007 Glastonbury Festival, 
artist Banksy constructed a 
‘Stonehenge’ from portable toilets. 

● In 2012, British artist Jeremy 
Deller created a life-size inflatable 
bouncy castle replica of 
Stonehenge that now tours 
internationally. 

● Steel Henge – actually made from 
iron ingots – is at Centenary 
Riverside park, Rotherham.

© Sarah Sidgwick - Sheffield 
and Rotherham Wildlife Trust

Steel Henge

Carhenge, Nebraska  
The Fourd Seasons
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Many Blue Badge Guides specialise in visits to Britain’s ancient monuments. 
For a tour to Stonehenge and beyond visit britainsbestguides.org

STONES OF STENNESS – 
BRODGAR’S LUNAR SISTER 
 
Standing by the south shore of Loch 
Stenness, only four stones remain – 
reaching a height of 19 feet, they are 
visible for miles around. 

According to local history, Stenness 
was the Temple of the Moon. One 
account tells that during the five days 
of New Year feasting, lovers would 
visit the stones where they would 
kneel and pray. They then made their 
way to the Ring of Brodgar to repeat 
the ritual, before finalising their pact 
at the Odin Stone. 

BRYN CADER FANER –  
THE WONDER OF 
PREHISTORIC WALES 
 
From the land where the stones of 
Stonehenge originated and druidry 
still lives and breathes, this remote 
moorland monument features a 
burial mound and a circle of 15 
slender stone slabs. Each about six 
feet high, they lean outwards like 
bristling spears. Bryn Cader Faner is 
thought to mean ‘the hill of the 
throne with a flag’.
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Stones of Stenness

Stone Age people drilled holes into 
human skulls. The earliest trepanned 
skull is more than 7,000 years old, but 
with no anaesthesia it was a painful, 

life-threatening procedure. The survival 
rate was surprisingly high and it may 
have had a practical effect of relieving 
pressure on the skull after an injury. It 
could also have been a way to release 

trapped demons. 
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In March 1980, Glen Portch set off from his family home in 
the hinterlands of suburban south-east London. The 14-
year-old headed west to the Hammersmith Apollo,  
handed over £3 and sat down to see his first concert: the 
band Genesis. 

Not the typical soundtrack to a teenage music rebellion. 
“My mates were pogoing to the Sex Pistols, while I was 
listening to rock music,” says Glen. “It was the last throes of 
punk and the early days of bouffant-haired New Romantics, 
but for me it was all about Pink Floyd, AC/DC and, of 
course, Genesis. I bought a guitar and taught myself to play 
their songs. 

“With my first job I spent a chunk of my salary on tickets 
to the Marquee Club. In true rock and roll tradition I don’t 
remember many of those gigs, but the best concert was 
Queen at Wembley in 1986. 70,000 people all singing along 
with Freddie Mercury – the ultimate rock concert. 

“I had my own band Ugley, with an ‘e’. We’d fit rehearsals 
around babysitting and managed a few gigs, covering songs 
by the Kinks and Elvis Costello, but our tour de force was a 
rocked up version of Play That Funky Music White Boy. 
There’s a cassette demo recording of our songs lurking 
somewhere. 

“Struggling with the tedium of a local government job, I 
saw an advert for TEFL teachers in Japan, handed in my 
notice and headed to Tokyo. Two years later I was back in 
London to try my Japanese language skills in tourism. In 
2004, as a freshly minted Blue Badge Guide, I started a 
London rock and roll tour. 

“British rock and roll started in Soho in the late ‘50s at the 
2i’s Coffee Bar on Old Compton Street. Why a coffee bar? 
There was no rock and roll on the radio, so fans would 
gather at the bar and listen to juke box records. The 2i’s 
crowd began to bring in guitars and play, so they set up a 
stage. Early Brit rockers Marty Wilde and Billy Fury sang 
there. Talent scout Larry Parnes – the Simon Cowell of his 
day – signed up Thomas Hicks at the 2i’s. Hicks changed his 
name to Tommy Steele and became Britain’s first music 
teen-idol. 

“A few streets away jazz venue the Marquee Club had 
started to book rhythm and blues bands. In July 1962 a little 
known R&B covers band played 
their first gig there. They might 
have been a footnote in music 
history if the Beatles hadn’t 
encouraged them to perform 
original material, gifting them the 
Lennon and McCartney 
composition I Wanna Be Your 
Man. It was a top 20 hit for the 
Rolling Stones. Six decades later 
they are still gigging. 

“If British rock was born at the 

Blue Badge Guide and 
music fan Glen Portch 
traces the history of British 
rock and roll in the capital

27
Glen at the Bowie phone box

The ticket for Glen’s first ever concert
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2i’s, it grew up at the Marquee. The 
club launched the career of our 
greatest rock guitarist, Eric Clapton, as 
well as David Bowie, Pink Floyd, 
Queen and Led Zeppelin. The Who 
had a residency at the Marquee, and 
there’s a plaque on wall to the band’s 
drummer Keith Moon. Wham filmed 
their video for I’m Your Man on stage at 
the club. 

“In 1988 the Marquee moved to 
Charing Cross Road. It’s now the 
Montagu Pyke, and if you stick your 
head in the pub, you’ll see a history of 
the rock club written up on the wall. 

“Cross the street from the Montagu 
Pyke and you’re in Denmark Street, 
London’s Tin Pan Alley. Home to song 
writers and music publishers since the 
days of music hall, Regent Sound 
Studio opened here in 1948. That’s 
where Genesis made their debut 
album, From Genesis to Revelation, 
which I still own – and the Stones 
recorded their first LP. Elton John 
worked at Mills Music as an office boy 
and name-checked the street in Bitter 
Fingers. During the ’70s the Sex Pistols 
rented number 6 where Johnny Rotten 
drew cartoons on the walls – today it’s 
the only Grade II listed status graffiti 
in London. 

“Heddon Street has a plaque on the 
wall to David Bowie’s album Ziggy 

“Cross the street  
from the Montagu 
Pyke and you’re in 
Denmark Street, 
London’s Tin  
Pan Alley”

Savile Row

Denmark Street
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For a rock and roll tour with Glen go to 
britainsbestguides.org/guides/glen-portch

Stardust and the Spiders from Mars. The album cover photo 
features the street’s red phone box, a pilgrimage site for 
Bowie fans. It’s London’s most famous phone box, but the 
one there now is not the original. 

“The Beatles began in Liverpool, but from 1963 lived 
and worked in London. During the ’60s, 3 Savile Row 
was Apple Corps – pun intended – headquarters. In 1969 
the band was working on a movie project here, but time 
ran out and they went up on the roof to film. The bank 
across the road called the police who broke up the 
concert. The only track recorded was Get Back – the last 
song the Beatles played live. 

“The most iconic Beatles London location is Abbey Road 
Studios. They recorded nearly everything here: from 
Please, Please Me to their final album Abbey Road. For 
decades known simply as EMI Studios, in the ’70s it was 
renamed Abbey Road in honour of the band. The cover 
photo for Abbey Road is the best known album image in 
the world, with thousands of people visiting the street to 
recreate the shot of the fab four on the zebra crossing. 

“London’s most famous music venue is the Royal 
Albert Hall. It’s the only place where the Beatles and the 
Stones ever played on the same bill, in September 1963. 
John Lennon name-checks it in the Beatle’s song A Day in 
the Life: ‘Now they know how many holes it takes to fill 
the Albert Hall’. In 1969 Pink Floyd fired off two cannons 
during a live concert and are banned for life. Ironically 
Floyd tribute bands regularly play the hall. I saw the Who 
there, a great rock band in a great rock venue – the best 
way to appreciate London’s fantastic music legacy.”

“London’s most famous music venue 
is the Royal Albert Hall. It’s the only 
place where the Beatles and the 
Stones ever played on the same bill”

Abbey Road Studios

Regent Sounds Studio

Royal Albert Hall
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“My dad jokes that I started my career as an architectural 
historian when I was four,” says Kirsty Wardle. “Whenever 
we took one of our regular family trips to Yorkshire’s great 
houses I was fascinated by the buildings. I was seven when 
we went to Castle Howard – at the end of the visit I told my 
parents that one day I would work there.” 

In 2012 Kirsty’s childhood wish came true. After working 
for the National Trust and English Heritage, she was keen 
to return to her native Yorkshire. Kirsty was interviewed by 
the Honorable Simon Howard, owner of Castle Howard, 
who offered her a job. The role came with accommodation 
in an 18th century cottage at Conysthorpe, a village of 30 
buildings, home to the estate’s gardeners, gamekeepers, 
cooks and staff. 

Three years later, Kirsty qualified as a Blue Badge Guide 
and embarked on a new career telling the story of  
Yorkshire’s great buildings. “Castle Howard is the grandest 
of the county’s estates,” she says. “I’ve been here for eight 
years, but it still casts the same spell as when I visited as a 
child. Recently it’s become very popular with Chinese 
visitors. In Mandarin the house is known as the 

‘magnificent fairyland palace’ – it truly is, an extraordinary, 
domed, honey-coloured stone palace standing on a green 
bluff in the Howardian Hills. 

“It’s audacity is breathtaking. The architect was John 
Vanbrugh, a playwright who had never designed a house, 
never mind a palace, but came up with a theatrical fantasy 
– a bonkers baroque building. 

“The house has suffered setbacks during its three 
centuries. Requisitioned during the war as a girls’ school, it 
caught fire one night and the state rooms, the east wing and 
its iconic dome were burned out. Thankfully, the staff and 
pupils removed the artworks and saved them from 
destruction. 

“The dome was restored when the house opened to the 
public in 1952 – it was one of the first aristocratic piles to 
allow the public in. In 1981, the TV series Brideshead 
Revisited – the Downton Abbey of its day – made the house 
globally famous, bringing in cash for further restoration. 
The 2008 Brideshead allowed for the replacement of a 
burned out floor on the second storey. An upcoming Netflix 
drama will pay for more work. 

“I was seven when we went to Castle Howard – at the end of 
the visit I told my parents that one day I would work there”

Castle Howard and the great lake

Castle Howard
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“The Downton Abbey franchise is 
casting a spotlight on Yorkshire’s stately 
homes. Scenes for the 2019 feature film 
were shot at Harewood House. 
Formerly the residence of Princess 
Mary, the only daughter of George V, 
the house plays itself in the film, 
featuring scenes where the fictional 
ladies of Downton – Cora, Mary and 
Edith – pay a visit to the Princess. 

“Harewood House was designed in 
the 1760s by John Carr of  York, a 
gentleman architect given the 
nickname ‘of  York’ by the snooty 
London establishment who could not 
imagine a provincial designer 
achieving anything. Another local  
boy, Thomas Chippendale, crafted  
the furniture. 

“The trinity of  Yorkshire’s mansion 
houses is completed by Wentworth 
Woodhouse. It’s a behemoth, boasting 
the longest facade of any house in 
Europe; at 606ft, it’s longer than 
Versailles. It once belonged to the 
aristocratic Earls Fitzwilliam who sold 
up in the ’60s. Since then it’s been a 
PE training college, a girls’ school and 
is now in the hands of a trust that is 
putting together a £130 million pound 
project to return it to its former glory. 
The building is currently under 

scaffolding – a first-aid job to protect 
the fabric – but you can visit the roof 
and buy a slate to help fund the 
restoration. 

“I was one of 150 extras in a 
ballroom scene when the Downton 
Abbey crew filmed at Wentworth 
Woodhouse. The plot of the Downton 
film is based on George V’s visit to the 
house in 1912. 

“One of my favourite houses in 
Yorkshire is Burton Agnes Hall, an 
Elizabethan manor in the East Riding. 
‘The perfect English house’, according 
to writer Simon Jenkins. It’s a mansion 
of surprises – there’s no driveway, just 
a few steps leading up from the village. 
You step directly into the great hall 
with its massive screen with marbled 
sculptures and decorated chimney 
piece. But the real surprise is the 
fantastic long gallery that features a 
collection of impressionist art, 
including works by Matisse, Renoir 
and Gauguin, all in a 17th century 
setting. 

“It’s also home to the ghost of Anne 
Griffith, a member of the family who 
built the house in the early 17th 
century. One day she was attacked and 
fatally injured. Before she died, Anne 
pleaded with her sisters that her head 

“Harewood House 
was formerly the 
residence of Princess 
Mary, the only 
daughter of George V” 

Harewood House, the Old Library

Wentworth Woodhouse; view of west front from the garden
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For a tour with Kirsty Wardle go to britainsbestguides.org/guides/kirsty-wardle/

be severed from her body and kept 
inside the house. Her sisters, however, 
failed to keep their promise, so Anne 
began haunting the house. Her body 
was then exhumed, and after the skull 
was placed in the house the hauntings 
stopped. On two separate occasions 
after this the skull was removed from 
the house, and the hauntings 
recommenced. Only when the skull 
was bricked up in a wall in the house 
did the hauntings finally stop. 

“From the beautiful to the bizarre, 
Yorkshire’s great houses have some 
extraordinary surprises for anyone who 
comes to visit.” 

The Terrace at Harewood 
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Burton Agnes Hall



MY FAVOURITE
Blue Badge Guides show you their 
favourite places around the UK

...BUILDING

...SCULPTURE 

is Wells Cathedral and the Bishop’s Palace. We’re talking Bishop of Bath 
and Wells here, a prelate senior enough to stand next to the monarch at 
the coronation. He has an 800-year-old moated palace beside his Gothic 
cathedral to confirm his status. The first bishops could never decide 
where to live – the bright lights of Bath or the remote beauty of Wells. 
They chose Wells. There are springs here too, but not hot. The bishop’s 
swans have names and learn to ring a bell beneath a window when they 
require food. The gardens are beautiful and the croquet lawn is used for 
international contests. The cathedral is distinctive for its scissor arches 
and 600-year-old clock. Vicar’s Close, where the choir and organist live, 
is claimed to be the oldest residential street in Europe. 

Richard Jones, London Blue Badge Guide, rnbjones@btinternet.com  
  

…are Wentworth Castle Gardens, South 
Yorkshire. This is one of Yorkshire’s little 
known secrets, though it’s not that little – 
63 acres of formal gardens, 500 acres of 
parkland and 26 listed buildings and 
monuments. Once the pleasure gardens 
of a stately home, after decades of 
abandonment and ruin the pleasure has 
returned. My favourite feature is 
Stainborough Castle – masquerading as a 
medieval ruin, this mock castle was 
actually constructed in the 18th century. 
You can climb up the tower’s spiral 
staircase and meet the Strafford griffin at 
the top. The long barn was repaired as 
part of the BBC programme Restoration. 
It now houses a visitor centre and café 
providing tasty treats.  

Rosemary Barnes   
Yorkshire Blue Badge Guide  

rosemarybarnes@hotmail.com  

...GARDENS
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…is two lions that stand in Nottingham’s Old Market Square. Known locally as 
Leo and Oscar, this year they celebrated their 90th birthday. Created by local 
sculptor Joseph Else, they have guarded the steps to the Council House 
(Nottingham’s town hall) since 1929. They have come to play an important 
role in the life of the city: they are a well-known place to meet one’s friends; 
the Left Lion is the name of the local cultural listing magazine; and there is 
even an urban myth concerning the modesty of Nottingham’s women and the 
silence of the lions. And they’ve seen a lot in 90 years, from royal visits to 
fairground attractions, protesting citizens to student revelry and a flash-mob 
of book readers (you’d expect nothing less in a UNESCO City of Literature!).  

Felicity Whittle, Heart of England Guide, www.goldstarguides.com 
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Guided 
Tours

Reliable 
Pairing

Longest 
Range

99 Channels

50 offices
worldwide serve  

8 million  
travellers on  

20 million 
guided tours through   

3,500  
business partners

Long battery 
life

 Vox Group is the leader in travel industry 
solutions, providing partners with smart 
technology and advanced logistics. Our 
Tour Guide Systems are unrivalled in their 
quality, battery life and range. They are 
lightweight, simple to use and take the  
strain out of group guiding, ensuring your 
clients don’t miss a word, even outdoors.

To book your Vox system visit   
www.voxtours.com I Tel +44 (0)8438491497 I bizdev@voxtours.co.uk
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For further information contact us on:
email: bookings@dgatours.com     Tel: +44 207 993 6901

www.dgatours.com      

Map Out Your Perfect Tour...
� A Blue Badge driver-guide will show you the best of Britain

� We offer fun and informative private tours of London, England Scotland   
� Our expert guides are qualified and work in all major languages

� Castles and countryside, monuments and museums, palaces and panoramic tours
� Book your customised tour with the UK’s leading driver-guiding agency   

The UK’s largest driver-guiding agency   



Looking for a reliable and professional

CHAUFFEUR SERVICE?

FOR A STRESS-FREE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, PLEASE CONTACT US:
Office: + 44 (0) 203 633 3905   Mobile: + 44 (0) 7712 628 508

Email: info@uklondonchauffeur.co.uk   

www.uklondonchauffeur.co.uk

Whenever I’m asked by my clients to recommend
a limo service, I’m keen to work with a reliable
professional partner. UK London Chauffeur’s
excellent drivers provide a flexible service using
the latest luxury vehicles. They take away all
those niggly transport worries, so I can focus on
the tour itself. They help make the clients’
experience an absolute pleasure!

Mark, London Blue Badge Tourist Guide

I have worked with Laurence and Simon and their
well-chosen drivers for very many years and can’t
fault them. As a guide, it’s important that your
driver can adapt to all situations and know where
they’re going! Their cars are always spotless and
comfortable. They are always my first choice to drive
me and my clients.

Leonie Chalker, London and SW Blue Badge
Tourist Guide 

UK London Chauffeur Tours
offers:
• Chauffeured vehicles for your tours

in London and across the UK
• Tours tailored to your

own requirements
• Business and pleasure travel
• Airport and cruise ship transfer

Our first-class fleet includes
the following vehicles:
• Mercedes E Class

Ideal for a total of 3 passengers on a tour

• Mercedes V Class
Ideal for a total of 7 passengers on a tour

• Mercedes S Class
Ideal for a total of 3 passengers on a tour

What do our clients say?...


